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Summary: The country of Egypt lies in turmoil. After years of harsh rule, the people 
have finally spoken out for liberation and freedom. However, the government will not 
just sit down and let them speak. They have already formed the first strike by preparing 
the countries “Killswitch”: The extinction of the internet in Egypt. It’s a race between two 
sides to either shut down or free the internet and let the public know what’s going on.

Estimated play time: 30min-1 hr
Number of players: 2



How to Prepare for Play

1. Print acompanying documents
 a. Event Cards
 b. Hex Tiles
 c. City Tiles
 d. Board Sheets
2. Cut documents 
3. Gather other materials
 a. Two tokens
 b. 1 die D6(slow game), D8(normal game), or D10(fast game)

Additionally suggested
 1. Card sleeves 
  a. 42 for event cards

Object of the Game:
 To either cause the internet or oppression to go extinct in Egypt

Preparation for play:

   1. Place tokens on start locations
   2. Deal out 50 tiles per player
   3. shuffle event cards (if you choose to use them)
   4. Chose to use a d6 (slower game), d8 (normal game), or d10 (fast play)
   5. Roll to decide who goes first (higher number wins)



Order of play

   1. Roll a die this becomes the points you have this round
   2. Place one tile (costs one point)
   3. Use any remaining points to either place another tile, move, or draw an event card
         1. Use one point if placing a tile
               1. You may place tiles anywhere on the board, but you can only place one directly on 
  your opponent’s path
         2. Use one point if moving your token
               1. Your token must stay on a solid path
         3. Use two points to draw an event card
               1. Follow directions on event card
   4. If you move your token onto a city, add a city tile for free if one is not already there.  
 If there is a city tile already there, flip it to be your color. You have just taken control of the 
 Internet in that city.  If you are the Government, the Internet is now off in that city. If you 
 are the Activists, the Internet is protected and on.
   5. Play passes to next player.
   6. End Game
         1. The first player to run out of tiles declares the game to be over
         2. Whomever has the most cities under their control wins
         3. In case of a tie, the player that used all their tiles first wins.



Print two of this sheet 
for the cities






































